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The Super T-300 Target and Hunter rests are designed 
to be effective on both recurve and compound bows.  
The Super T-300 Arrow Rest has been thoroughly test-
ed by both hunters and target archers for accuracy, 
adjust-ability arrow flight, clearance and most of all, 
durability.   
The results of all tests prove that the Super T-300 will 
perform on any bow if used correctly.  The arrow rest 
plate is made of Space-age Lexan and is very durable.  
The plate is backed with pressure sensitive foam ad-
hesive that will stick to almost any clean surface, and 
will not slide around in hot weather.  The arrow sup-
port arm is made of high tensile stainless spring steel.  
The exclusive patented loop design does not need 
a separate spring to effect its return after the arrow 
leaves the bow.  The Super T-300 features replaceable 
arrow support arms that can easily be changed while 
the rest is on your bow.  To remove the arrow support 

arm from your rest, first remove the cover plate (tar-
get) or spine pressure plate (hunting).  This is done by 
lifting the very back edge away from the arrow rest 
plate and sliding the front out of the slot in the plate.  
After removing the cover plate, lift the rear arrow sup-
port arm stop up until it clears the hole in the block.  
To replace the arrow support arm, reverse the process.  
A slight lift of the to the arrow support arm will help 
align the rear leg with the hole and make it easier to 
slide in.  WARNING: Before replacing the arrow sup-
port arm or after any adjustments have been made to 
the arrow support arm, be sure the wires are shaped 
as in Fig. 2.  The inside leg should be bent up.  This 
gives the wires a slight opposing spring action and 
will keep the arrow support arm from sliding out of 
the holes in the plate.  The arrow support arm can also 
be opened up slightly for more spring tension prior to 
assembly. 
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